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Day 1

Campsite

Emergency shelter

Departure from Nuuk at 09AM - 2 hours sailing
Approx. 17 km hike

Kangiata Nunaata Glacier view
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Glacier view

Emergency
shelter
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Day 2
Campsite

Approx. 16 km hike
Narsap Sermia Glacier view



Wildlife

Icefiord

 Glacier view
Campsite
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Day 3

Camp Kangiusaq

Approx. 12 km hike
Arrival in Camp

Free access to kayaks, paddleboards, fishing rods and more.
No tent set-up needed

Food is taken care of by staff



CampsiteNearly at camp

Inside tent Free access
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Day 4
Departure from camp at 12 pm, 2 hours sailing to Nuuk

Free access to kayaks, paddleboards, fishing rods and more.
Food is taken care of by staff



Home departure
Day 4 highlightsDay 4 highlights



More information
What’s included:

Transfer from Nuuk to starting point of
Hike, in Kapisillit
Transfer from Camp Kangiusaq (end
point) to Nuuk
All meals during hike: Breakfast, Lunch,
Dinner. It will mainly be dry-food meals
until we reach Camp Kangiusaq
Local guide with emergency equipment
A night in luxurious tent at Camp
Kangiusaq with all included

What to bring:
Tent
Sleep system: Sleeping bag(pref. good
for -15C), sleeping pad (R-value 2,5 or
more) e.g.
Outdoor clothing: shell jacket and pants,
small down jacket, hiking pants, hiking
boots e.g.
Backpack min. 45L - preferably 60L or
more
Waterbottle
Cup, plate and utensil(s)

Nice to have:
Binoculars
Camera



More about the hike
Day 1:
We’re hiking fairly far, but also stay in quite flat terrain. There are
some animal paths we’ll follow but it will be mainly on untouched
nature, meaning there is no real trail - it’s just a lovely route we’ve
made ourselves in the wilderness of Greenland. Note that there is
next to no place to refill your waterbottle until we reach the lake at
our designated camp spot - so do bring a fair amount of water
before the hike starts. The camp spot is close to a small free-to-use
shelter which we will utilize if the weather is really poor. The camp
site has a direct view to the deepest glacier in the Nuuk fiord, it’s
quite far away but visible on a clear day.
 

Day 2: 
We’ll pack up camp, follow the lake on the southern side and then
make our way uphill. we’ll go approx 500 m up on an okay slope
and will eventually hike along lakes and little hills, often with a
beautiful view of the icefiord. This area is full of caribou and we
might get lucky and spot some. Today it’s fairly easy to refill a
waterbottle by lakes and streams. The campsite is by what we like
to call “Butterfly lake” which has a view over Narsap Sermia Glacier.

 

Day 3:
The shortest day today, we’ll hike downhill along lakes and streams
to find ourselves at the campsite, if we´re quick we may get there
before lunch, otherwise not long after. Here we won’t need to set
up a tent. We will get a proper bed in a large luxury tent with
heating, no longer needing sleeping bags. The dinner will be taken
care of by the staff of the camp. There are kayaks, paddleboards,
drysuits and fishing rods free to use, for those just looking to relax
you can grill some marshmellows by the bonfire.
 

Day 4: 
Breakfast is taken care of at the main tent, we’ll pack a lunch here
as we depart around noon and will arrive back in Nuuk around 2 or
3pm. The morning can be spent however you wish, perhaps reach a
small peak or jump in the river for a nice bath if you can’t wait for a
shower at the end of the day. We hope you’ll have had the
adventure of a life-time and wish you safe travels home. It’s
possible to arrange for an extra night in camp if you’re not quite
done with the Greenlandic wilderness.

 


